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PARAMETRIC STUDIES WITH AN
ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION MODEL THAT ASSESSES
TOXIC FUEL HAZARDS DUE TO THE GROUND CLOUDS
GENERATED BY ROCKET LAUNCHES
Roger B. Stewart and William L. Grose
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
Parametric studies were made with a multilayer atmospheric diffusion model to
place quantitative limits on the uncertainty of predicting ground-level toxic rocket-fuel
concentrations. The features of greatest interest involve the exhaust distributions in the
ground cloud, cloud stabilized geometry, atmospheric diffusion coefficients, the effects of
exhaust plume afterburning of carbon monoxide CO, assumed surface mixing-layer divi-
sion in the model, and model sensitivity to different meteorological regimes. Depending
on assumed input parameters, large-scale differences in ground-level predictions were
quantitatively described. The model characterization of cloud alongwind growth for sev-
eral meteorological conditions was shown to be in error because of incorrect application
of previous diffusion theory. In addition, rocket-plume calculations indicate that almost
all of the rocket-motor carbon monoxide is afterburned to carbon dioxide CO 2 , thus reduc-
ing toxic hazards due to CO. The afterburning was also shown to have a significant effect
on cloud stabilization height and on ground-level concentrations of exhaust products.
INTRODUCTION
Rockets release large quantities of hot, buoyant exhaust products into the atmosphere
during launch. In sufficient concentration, some of the products are toxic and pose poten-
tial hazards to health and the environment (ref. 1). The National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 makes an environmental impact statement mandatory for any Federal activity
which can potentially have a significant adverse affect on the environment. As a conse-
quence, a model for predicting dispersion of rocket exhaust effluents into the atmosphere
was developed under two concurrent contracts for use by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. The model is intended to identify those situations in which concen-
trations of toxic exhaust products exceed allowable standards and to provide additional
basis for developing launch constraints so that such situations have a minimum probability
of occurring. A description of the model (hereinafter referred to as the MSFC (Marshall
Space Flight Center) Multilayer Diffusion Model) with accompanying sample predictions
is contained in references 2 and 3. A subsequent revision and simplification of the model
appears in reference 4.
Predicting turbulent atmospheric diffusion is at best uncertain, as a review of the
state of the art would indicate (refs. 5, 6, and 7). Except for very simple cases of con-
tinuous emission over relatively short distances and times, for which Gaussian theory is
well established, there is a paucity of experimental data for validating diffusion models.
Dispersion of rocket exhaust effluents is a much more complicated problem and is of
concern for vertical and horizontal scales of the order of 1 kilometer to 100 kilometers,
respectively, and time scales of several hours. Obviously, meteorological conditions
vary during this period. Furthermore, the source strength and position vary as functions
of time.
The MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Model assumes steady-state Gaussian dispersion.
Application of this model for rocket launches requires knowledge of a large number of
source and meteorological parameters. Values of many of these parameters are uncer-
tain and must be arbitrarily assumed or empirically determined from experimental data.
In view of the uncertainties regarding the present use of this model and the inade-
quacies of diffusion models in general, the present investigation was undertaken to con-
duct parametric studies in an attempt to place bounds on some of the uncertainties of pre-
dictions of ground-level concentrations of exhaust effluents resulting from rocket launches
at Kennedy Space Center. An additional purpose is to evaluate the effect of more realistic
energy addition to the ground-cloud-rise equations used in references 2 to 4 and to intro-
duce a more realistic chemical composition for the stabilized cloud.
The multilayer diffusion model represents a description of gaseous and particulate
clouds that grow and disperse in the atmospheric mixing layer above the Earth's surface.
The clouds drift along the mean wind direction and are assumed to be closely coupled to
the turbulence level and local meteorology in the mixing layer. Figure 1 depicts the evo-
lution and growth of a typical ground cloud. Within about a minute after the rocket has
been fired, the ground cloud forms and, because of its initially high temperature, begins
rising and commences its drift along the wind. Within a period typically 2 to 5 minutes
after rocket-motor ignition the ground cloud reaches an altitude at which it is in buoyant
equilibrium with the surrounding ambient air. At this point the cloud is described as
being stabilized. At the point of stabilization, the multilayer diffusion model is introduced
with the appropriate input parameters and boundary conditions. As the cloud drifts down-
wind, the cloud centroid remains at a fixed stabilization altitude but the cloud disperses
in a three-dimensional manner. The lateral and alongwind concentration distributions of
effluents within the cloud are assumed to be Gaussian. The reasoning that underlies such
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an assumption is discussed in references 5 and 6. Cramer, reference 8, developed dif-
fusion equations that utilize standard deviations of wind azimuth angle and wind elevation
angle. Appropriate values for the diffusion parameters were measured with bidirectional
wind vanes over relatively smooth prairie land and reported in references 9 and 10. The
Gaussian diffusion model has not been validated for the large-scale, nearly instantaneously
formed clouds that result from rocket launches. The mechanical and thermal behavior of
these hot, buoyant ground clouds may depart significantly from a Gaussian representation.
The scale of turbulent fluctuations in the surface mixing layer that disperses these large
clouds can be expected to be quite different from the scale effective in dispersing the
smaller clouds that were used initially to test the Gaussian theory (refs. 5, 9, and 11).
Until extensive experimental studies are completed, such a model can only be used sub-
ject to appreciable uncertainty regarding the predictions of ground-level concentration
and dosage patterns. It therefore seems appropriate to investigate some of the uncer-
tainty concerning the model input quantities. The model, as developed from steady-state
gradient transport theory for Fickian diffusion, cannot deal rigorously with chemical
kinetic behavior or heterogeneous reactions that are strictly time dependent. In addition,
time-varying meteorological conditions can only be introduced in a stepwise fashion that
is not physically representative of atmospheric behavior. Finally, the assumed vertical
distribution of exhaust products within the cloud is of concern because ground-level con-
centrations from the Gaussian model are known to be sensitive to height variation of the
source.
The uncertainties to be studied regarding the present use of the diffusion model deal
both with the input conditions as well as with the parameters that describe the diffusion
mechanism. Five areas of concern are the following:
1. A large amount of turbulent energy is present as the motor exhausts effluents into
the forming ground cloud. This fact could significantly influence both the ground-cloud
chemical composition and chemical species distributions.
2. Because of the large number of chemical species present in the plume of solid-
rocket motors and because of the high jet temperatures, large uncertainty exists regarding
the chemical kinetic behavior in the plume. Substantial afterburning of carbon monoxide
would change the composition as well as introduce a large additional amount of thermal
energy into the cloud.
3. The correct dependence of the Gaussian model on meteorological variables has
not been proven for nearly instantaneous large-scale releases. Also, the diffusion coeffi-
cients are obtained from a particular set of meteorological measurements and at best are
only approximations to the conditions present within the ground cloud.
4. The lateral, alongwind, and vertical distributions of gaseous species, particulates,
and aerosols are not known and must be assigned, a priori, a fixed composition at cloud
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stabilization. Model options can be employed to account for gravitational deposition of
particulates and also precipitation scavenging after cloud stabilization.
5. The mathematical consequences of dividing the lower atmosphere into layers are
not understood. It seems possible that considerable variation in the predictions could
result from a different choice for the number of layers comprising the lower atmosphere.
SYMBOLS
CH effective heat release from rocket motor, cal/gm of propellant
Cp specific heat of air at constant pressure, cal/gm K
Hm height of mixing layer, meters
L alongwind cloud length defined by equations (11), meters
P Gaussian probability integral
normalized Gaussian probability integral, P 2/v
p pressure, mb
QI effective heat release into cloud, cal
QK rocket-exhaust source strength, ppm-m 2
r K  cloud radius in Kth layer, meters
rR initial cloud radius, meters
T temperature, K
t time, sec
t* time of layer transition from sublayer structure to single layer structure in
surface mixing layer,. sec
U mean windspeed, m/sec
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URK windspeed at reference height, m/sec
AU windspeed change, m/sec
AU(L>1) windspeed shear in L > 1 layer, m/sec
AU (L=1) windspeed shear in L = 1 layer, m/sec
VK volume of each layer segment of cloud
x distance from point of cloud stabilization along mean wind, meters
y lateral distance measured normal to mean wind direction, meters
Z height, meters
ZBK + ZT,
Z' height of midpoint of a layer 2 meters
ZmI ground-cloud stabilization height, meters
ZRK reference height of 2 meters
z vertical distance measured from local ground level, meters
a lateral diffusion exponent
Pvertical diffusion exponent
y empirical ambient air entrainment coefficient
0 mean wind direction, deg
Bk aTK + eBK)360
(BTL + BBL) 360
p ambient air density, gm/m3
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YZmI
= standard deviation of cloud source dimension at Zm, meters
aA standard deviation of wind azimuth angle, deg
aAR standard deviation of wind azimuth angle at reference height, deg
aE  standard deviation of wind elevation angle, deg
aER standard deviation of wind elevation angle at reference height, deg
orxo standard deviation of alongwind distribution at source, meters
oCyo  standard deviation of crosswind distribution at source, meters
ozo standard deviation of vertical distribution at source, meters
aXLK standard deviation of alongwind concentration distribution in Lth layer, meters
*XK standard deviation of alongwind dosage distribution in Kth layer at time t*,
meters
*iK  standard deviation of crosswind dosage distribution in Kth layer at time t*,
meters
TK  cloud- stabilization time, sec
7oK sampling time for standard-deviation calculations, sec
potential temperature LT( 0.28
x concentration of an effluent at ground level, ppm
XK concentration of an effluent in Kth layer, ppm
Subscripts:
BK bottom of Kth layer
TK top of Kth layer
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BL bottom of Lth layer.
TL top of Lth layer
PARAMETER VARIATIONS
Variation of the most significant parameters affecting the model predictions will
be carried out in a nearly independent manner. The unresolved questions regarding the
model dependence on meteorological parameters lessens the value of a fully dependent
sensitivity analysis at the present time. The parameter variations investigated span a
range of plausible cloud and rocket-motor characteristics such that realistic limits of
uncertainty can be set regarding the model predictions.
The following table summarizes the range of multilayer- diffusion- model parameter
variations studied in the present work:
Lateral diffusion exponent, a ............... .......... 0.5 to 1.5
Vertical diffusion exponent, 3 ......................... 0.5 to 1.5
Source strength in each layer, QK, ppm- m 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103 to 2 x 107
Source-strength distribution in
each layer, QK, PPm- m 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Uniform; Gaussian; step function
Mixing-layer division (layer grid
spacing), K .......... ................... 7 layers to 28 layers
Stabilized cloud geometry .......... . . . . Right circular cones; right circular
cylinders: both with equal volumes,
with and without equal mass- loadings
Specific energy release from rocket
motor, CH, cal/gm ............................. 690 to 2980
Meteorology ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . Low-level sea-breeze regime; fall fair-
weather regime at Kennedy Space Center
Mixing-layer depth, Hm, meters . ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 to 750
Tables I and II list the diffusion-model input values for a low-level sea-breeze mete-
orological regime and a fall fair-weather regime at Kennedy Space Center.
The principal constituents of present-day solid-rocket motors are typified by the
Titan III zero-stage and the Castor II solid-motor compositions. The exit-plane chemical
species mass fractions are summarized in reference 4. For the Titan III zero stage the
major propellant mass fractions are as follows:
H20 H 2  N 2  CO CO 2  HC1 A12 0 3  FeC12 NO
0.068 0.025 0.084 0.280 0.028 0.207 0.304 0.004 0.00021
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The zero-stage mass flow rate is 4.17 x 106 gm/sec. Because the atmospheric diffusion
mechanism is assumed to be the same for all of the constituent gases, only one gas, HC1,
has been dealt with in detail in the present study. There is considerable uncertainty
regarding the heterogeneous reactions involving aluminum, and proper treatment of any
aluminum-oxide particulate matter in the diffusion mechanism requires presently unknown
size and number density distributions as well as an understanding of the chemical and
physical behavior of the aluminum oxide.
Initial Mass Distributions and Cloud Geometry
There is insufficient evidence at present to support a particular choice for the dis-
tribution of chemical species within the stabilized ground cloud. The kinetic energy of
the propellants at the motor exit plane suggests an initially well mixed ground cloud. A
characteristic time required to produce a nonuniform concentration distribution in the
cloud has not been determined as yet. The size distribution of A12 0 3 particles will most
certainly influence the particle distribution and settling rates. Since knowledge of the
particle size distribution and the state of HC1 in the cloud is lacking, these constituents
have been treated as gases for the majority of calculations reported in references 2 to 4.
In order to distribute the exhaust products within the cloud, a given chemical and physical
composition must be assumed at cloud stabilization, as well as lateral, alongwind, and ver-
tical distributions of the exhaust products within the cloud. To allow for vertical distribu-
tion of material, the cloud is divided vertically into a layered structure with layer bound-
aries placed at major changes or discontinuities in temperature, windspeed, and wind
direction. Turbulent mixing is assumed not to occur across these layer boundaries. The
distribution of exhaust material in each layer is assumed to be uniform with the overall
vertical mass distribution in the cloud chosen as either uniform or Gaussian. The visible
edge of the cloud is assumed to be located where the concentration has fallen to 10 percent
of the value along the cloud vertical center line.
The layer structure assumed at the point of cloud stabilization can be replaced at
an arbitrary point downwind by a new layer structure that in principle accounts for a
mixing-layer meteorology that differs from the conditions that existed at the location of
stabilization. This mechanism is termed layer transition, and by employing model 4
option (ref. 4) turbulent mixing can be allowed in the model over the entire depth of the
surface mixing layer. There are six model options that can account for an assumed ellip-
soidal cloud geometry as well as gravitational settling of particulates and precipitation
scavenging out of the ground cloud. The majority of work reported to date has made use
of the model 4 option. The present study is primarily concerned with the model 4 option.
Some insight into the different ground-level predictions can be obtained by variation
of the vertical distribution of mass in the cloud. The exhaust products have typically been
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introduced as having a Gaussian mass distribution or a uniform vertical mass distribution.
For model 4 option the Gaussian mass distribution has been reported primarily in connec-
tion with a cloud geometry that approximates two right circular cones base to base. This
assumed geometry can be obtained from the following formulas for the cloud radius:
rK = yZ' for = 0 (1)
R
' 
> ZmI
rK = Y(2Zm - Z') for (2)
R=0
where
Z'= ZBK + ZTK (3)2
These equations describe the cloud as being contained within two right circular cones
whose bases are located at the stabilization height, ZmI. Figure 2 is a diagramatic repre
sentation of such a cloud. For a Gaussian vertical mass distribution, the mass fraction in
each layer, FK, of the total mass of a constituent that is in the entire cloud is given by
the following:
FK We-0.5w2dw for K = 1 (4)
where Q is the total mass of a constituent in the cloud and is equal to TK (mass flow
rate) (motor mass fraction of chemical constituent),
ZTK ZmI (5)
and
Y 'ZmI (6)
2.15
From reference 4
FK e-0.5W2 dw - e-0.5(w')2dw for K > 1 (7)
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where
ZBK 
-
Z m I
The relationship between the volume of each layer segment of the cloud, VK, and
the Gaussian integrals for vertical mass distribution are shown in figure 3. Both the
volume ratio and the Gaussian integrals have been smoothly faired in this figure. The
volume ratio, VK/VT, where VT is the total cloud volume, has been normalized by a
constant K1 to yield a value of unity in the layer containing the cloud centroid, and the
Gaussian integrals have been normalized by multiplying by the value ,2-. Figure 3
shows the nonlinear relationship between cloud volume change with altitude and the
Gaussian integral functions for mass distribution. Figure 4 is a plot of the smoothly
K1VK/VTfaired ratio, KVK/VT, as a function of altitude. It is seen that the volume ratio in the
lower portions of the cloud is as much as a factor of two greater than the normalized
Gaussian function. Figure 4 indicates that the vertical concentration distribution in the
cloud is not Gaussian. For values of the ratio K1VK/VT less than unity, the concentra-
tion will be greater than a Gaussian distribution and, for values of this ratio greater than
unity, the concentration will be less than a Gaussian distribution. The diffusion model
contains the assumption that the mass distribution in each layer of the cloud is uniform
over the layer so that the actual concentration distributions will appear as step functions
from one layer to the next. No unique cloud geometry or cloud mass distributions have
been found to date. The effects of a different geometry and mass distribution are part of
the present study.
Lateral and Vertical Diffusion Coefficients
In previous calculations using the present diffusion model (refs. 3 and 4) the lateral
diffusion exponent, a, and the vertical diffusion exponent, /3, have always been assigned
a value of unity. It is believed that these two exponents are not equal and in fact vary over
a range of values under different meteorological conditions. (See ref. 5.) The correct
physical representation of the crosswind cloud growth is strongly dependent on a. Alter-
natively, the ground-level concentrations are strongly dependent on the cloud geometry so
that a principal element of interest in the present work is the variation of cloud growth
and concentration at ground level with realistic changes in the lateral diffusion coefficient.
In addition, the alongwind cloud growth is dominated by windspeed change. For low values
of windspeed change, the alongwind growth is very limited and only small changes from
the original stabilized cloud size are calculated. These effects are investigated in the
present work.
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Cloud Rise With and Without Afterburning of Carbon Monoxide
The cloud-rise formulas adapted from the work reported in reference 12 provide
for a conservation of vertical momentum due to buoyancy of the hot ground cloud. The
altitude at which the cloud stabilizes is dependent on the potential temperature gradient
through the mixing layer and also on the total heat release from the motor and resulting
chemical reactions. For a stable atmosphere the stabilization height as published in ref-
erence 4 was derived from a conservation of vertical momentum and buoyancy forces.
The cloud centroid stabilization height is given by
-1/4
ZmI = 6Q + (9)
m I T -pC 3 a(b -
The present disparity in accepted values for QI is partly due to the uncertainty regard-
ing carbon monoxide afterburning. Complete afterburning would add about 1370 cal/gm
to the currently accepted value for heat release of 1610 cal/gm for solid motors like the
Castor II motors. The variations in stabilization heights with and without afterburning
are outlined in this study.
Layer Division of the Atmosphere
No reported studies have been made regarding the possible mathematical conse-
quences of dividing the surface layer at temperature and windspeed and direction discon-
tinuities. The coarse layer structure that invariably results could conceivably introduce
significant truncation-like errors into the calculation. Conversely, with an extremely
fine layer structure the turbulent mixing would tend to be severely damped and limits that
do not appear physically reasonable would be imposed upon the scale of turbulent motion
which might invalidate the physical representation of atmospheric processes. The pres-
ent work delineates some of these effects.
Limiting Meteorological Regimes
Large changes in ground-level predictions can occur due to different meteorological
regimes. For the present study two characteristic weather patterns for Cape Kennedy
were utilized. One is documented as a low-level sea-breeze regime and the other is typ-
ical of fall fair weather. See figures 5(a) and 5(b) for the temperature, wind direction,
and windspeed variation with altitude for these two regimes. The primary factor affecting
different ground-level predictions between these two weather patterns is the height of the
temperature inversion above ground. For fall conditions the centroid of the ground cloud
is calculated to stabilize at an altitude close to 1.1 kilometers. Thus, extensive cloud
expansion is allowed prior to stabilization. For the low-level sea-breeze regime, the
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cloud stabilizes at an altitude near 0.6 kilometer and the growth of the cloud is strongly
resisted, giving rise to high predicted ground-level concentrations.
Layer Transition
In order to distribute exhaust products vertically, an initial layered structure can
be chosen for the surface mixing layer. To accommodate a change in meteorological
conditions and/or turbulent diffusion across the original layer boundaries, the model has
--been -developed with a layer breakdown capability (model 4 option). At an arbitrarily
specified time after launch, the layer structure originally assumed may be discarded, a
new set of input values calculated, and a new layer structure employed. With the new
structure, turbulent mixing can occur over a larger vertical dimension than with the orig-
inal layer structure. Values of 1 second after cloud stabilization have been used exclu-
sively in the past for model studies. The effect of other choices for the time of layer
breakdown will be investigated.
Chemical Composition of the Stabilized Cloud
In order to determine the correct source-term inputs to the model, a correct repre-
sentation of the cloud composition is imperative. At present the size distribution and
number density of A12 0 3 particles is under intensive study (ref. 13) as is the ultimate
state and distribution of HCI. Of interest for the present work is an estimate of the time
scale and completeness of carbon-monoxide afterburning. A Delta booster (Castor II
motor) exhaust-plume calculation was made using the finite-rate, turbulent, rocket-plume
program reported in reference 14. The eddy-viscosity model reported in reference 15
was used. The results and implications from these calculations are presented.
RESULTS
Variation of Source Distributions
The choice of stabilized cloud geometry is, for the most part, arbitrary. The
ground-level concentrations, however, are strongly dependent on what stabilized cloud
shape is chosen and how the mass is assumed to be distributed within the cloud. The
results of choosing a different cloud geometry have been studied in conjunction with varia-
tions in the mass loading within the cloud. Recalling equations (1) and (2), it is possible
to choose an alternative geometry for the stabilized cloud that conforms to a cylindrical
cloud. This choice can be interpreted as resulting from cylindrical entrainment of ambi-
ent air with an effective cloud radius and vertical dimension that produce a total cloud
volume equal to the conical cloud that has been used in references 3 and 4. Alongwind
and crosswind Gaussian distributions can be preserved in the cylindrical cloud with
arbitrarily chosen vertical mass distributions. Several important effects can be studied
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by this variation of cloud geometry. The difference in ground-level concentrations and
dosages between conical and cylindrical clouds can be studied, and also the effects of var-
iations of the lateral and vertical diffusion exponents on two different clouds can be stud-
ied. Figure 6 shows the pertinent dimensions for the Titan III-E conical and cylindrical
clouds at stabilization for a low-level sea-breeze meteorological regime at Kennedy Space
Center. Titan III-C results would be almost identical to the Titan III-E results.
Figure 7 is a plot of the peak ground-level concentration as a function of alongwind
distance from the point of cloud stabilization for HC1 from a Titan III-E rocket launch.
Figure 8 shows the corresponding peak HC1 dosage at ground level. These two plots serve
as references for the cases that follow.
In figures 7 and 8, the same total mass of HC1 was employed for each cloud geom-
etry. A Gaussian vertical source distribution of mass was chosen for each cloud, and
Gaussian alongwind and crosswind distributions were preserved for both clouds.
It is seen that both the conical cloud and the cylindrical cloud fill the surface mixing
layer about 8 kilometers downwind from stabilization. The local maximum that appears
in these curves near 8 kilometers results when the ground cloud fills the surface mixing
layer. Beyond 10 kilometers from cloud stabilization the concentration curves are nearly
identical. The dosage curve for the cylindrical cloud is a factor of 1.5 above the conical
cloud dosage beyond a distance of 8 kilometers from the launch pad. The divergence of
the predicted concentration and dosage curves from about 8 kilometers upwind to 1 kilome-
ter should be expected. The conical cloud extends to the ground at stabilization and can
diffuse HC1 downward initially from the point of stabilization. The cylindrical cloud has
virtually no HC1 at ground level at the time of stabilization. This result is not unlike the
ellipsoidal cloud case reported in reference 4. Although the concentration and dosage
plots are carried out starting from 0.5 kilometer from cloud stabilization downwind to
100 kilometers, it should be appreciated that the cloud travels typically 1 to 4 kilometers
downwind from launch before reaching a stabilized altitude. Upwind of the point of cloud
stabilization the diffusion model as presently established cannot give meaningful results;
that is, diffusion to the ground of toxic fuel would be occurring with the cloud centroid at
an altitude less than the stabilization altitude. For the conical clouds the implication is
that the lower tip of the cloud never rises above the surface, and thus substantial HC1 con-
centrations would exist all the way from the launch pad downwind to cloud stabilization.
However, the model cannot be used in the near field between the launch pad and cloud sta-
bilization. The physical justifications for studying such distributions are the following:
1. Heavy A12 0 3 particles from the rocket exhaust may exhibit a high density distri-
bution in the lower portions of the cloud. Because of the possibility that HC1 has chem-
ically or physically combined with the A12 0 3 particles, the HC1 mass distribution could
well be higher in the lower portions of the cloud.
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2. Several Titan III ground clouds have retained massive amounts of exhaust products
near ground level. Significant variations in the vertical mass loading of such clouds must
be accounted for by any diffusion model. As an indication of this behavior, figures 9(a)
to 9(d) show tracings of a Titan III cloud at Vandenberg Air Force Base. These tracings
were taken from actual photographs (unpublished). Figures 10(a) to 10(c) are previously
unpublished photographs of a Titan III cloud at Kennedy Space Center. No times were
obtainable from these photographs; however, the low-altitude portions of the cloud are
apparent. If the distribution of HC1 is not symmetrical in the vertical direction about the
cloud centroid, then a comparison of the effects of such nonsymmetry is of importance,
particularly with regard to different cloud geometries. Figure 11(a) is a plot of the
ground-level HC1 concentrations that result using the source terms shown in the figure with
a conical cloud geometry. Figure 11(b) is a similar plot for a cylindrical cloud geometry.
Several interesting results are apparent. Both cloud geometries produce peak concen-
trations that move downwind at nearly identical locations as the peak mass loading of the
cloud is moved upward from the lowest layer (K = 1) of the cloud. These figures indicate
that both cloud geometries fill the surface mixing layer at equal values of distance along-
wind. This result is not surprising, as the diffusion mechanism remains the same for
both clouds. Large differences in ground-level predictions result from the mass-loading
variations shown. Also, the alongwind distance at which the peak concentrations lie varies
from a point at which the cloud stabilizes to about 9 kilometers from the point of cloud
stabilization. Even with similar vertical diffusion within the two cloud geometries, the
conical cloud results in as much as a factor of eight greater ground-level concentrations
of HC1 than the cylindrical cloud at downwind distances greater than 100 kilometers. This
result is difficult to accept considering that a smaller total mass of HC1 was initially dis-
tributed in the conical cloud than in the cylindrical cloud for the particular cases shown
in figures 11(a) and 11(b). Figure 12 combines the results of figures 11(a) and 11(b) for
comparison.
3. Penetrations of a Titan cloud on May 30, 1974 (unpublished) have indicated that
the upper half of the cloud was well mixed and remained so up to t + 34 minutes, at which
time the sampling aircraft ceased making penetrations.
Most of the predictions reported in references 3 and 4 have been made utilizing
the conical cloud geometry illustrated in figure 6 with the assumption of a Gaussian mass
distribution in the vertical direction. Figure 13 shows a comparison of the HC1 concen-
tration that results from the Gaussian conical cloud and a uniformly distributed mass
of HC1 within a cylindrical cloud. The total HC1 mass loading from the Titan III-E is con-
served between the two clouds. The pertinent diffusion coefficients and layer transition
times are shown in the figure. Figure 13 typifies the large uncertainty in ground-level
predictions of toxic fuels that results from present ignorance of the correct source dis-
tributions and geometry for the stabilized ground cloud.
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Cloud Growth and Variations of the Diffusion Exponents
As might be anticipated, variation of the lateral diffusion exponent, a, produces
strikingly different effects on the two different cloud geometries. Figure 14 shows the
predicted ground-level HC1 concentrations for the conical cloud over a range of values
for the lateral and vertical diffusion exponents, a and P. Differences between the
HC1 concentrations of as much as a factor of 10 exist as far downwind as 100 kilometers
for the range of exponents used in this figure. A principal reason for varying these coef-
ficients is to compare the concentration predictions for a given set of a and 0 values
and the effect on the predicted cloud growth alongwind and across the wind. The diffusion
model as reported in references 3 and 4 has employed exponents of unity for a and 3.
The result for several characteristic meteorological conditions at Kennedy Space Center
is a cloud that is predicted to grow to enormous dimensions across the wind but to remain
almost constant in the alongwind dimension. This behavior has not been observed exper-
imentally from photographic studies of ground clouds, and thus the validity of the present
characterization of the cloud growth is of concern. It is possible that the values of a
and / are substantially different from the previously assumed value of unity. The
parameters a and I are exponents in the cloud expansion terms. Figure 15 is an
example of the variation in predicted alongwind and crosswind cloud growth for two sets
of values for a and 0. (See the appendix for cloud growth dependence on a and /.)
These curves were obtained from calculations for a Titan TII-E ground cloud during a
low-level sea-breeze regime at Kenn;edy Space Center. Values of a chosen larger than
unity seem totally unreasonable. Even for a value of a of 0.5 the crosswind cloud
dimension is four times the alongwind dimension at 100 kilometers downwind. The dif-
fusion model representation of alongwind cloud growth must be questioned. The standard
deviation of the cloud alongwind concentration distribution is given as
XLK 4.3 XLK
where
L(XLK) = 0.28(-U)XL for AU > 0
L(XLK) = 0 for AU < 0
and
1/2
0XLK =XK co2 K 0L YA1+ [aK sin2 K L8 (12)
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These equations show that for zero or negative values of windspeed change, AU, the
alongwind cloud growth depends weakly on the angle Ok - OL . The alongwind cloud
growth is assumed independent of any diffusion mechanism comparable to the crosswind
diffusion. The alongwind cloud growth given by
L= 0. 2 8 A (13)
-was derived by Tyldesley and Wallington (ref. 11) from theoretical considerations for the
diffusion of plumes and crosswind line sources. The alongwind diffusion coefficient was
taken as zero. In the case of zero or negative values of windspeed change, these results
cannot be derived and, in fact, alongwind diffusion cannot be neglected. In addition, it is
difficult to argue that the cloud will be dependent on positive values of windspeed shear
but independent of negative values of windspeed shear. Equations (10) to (12) do not pro-
duce alongwind cloud growths with dimensions that compare with the calculated crosswind
growth or with experimentally observed rocket-generated ground clouds. Because the
ground-level predictions are strongly affected by the assumed cloud-growth mechanism,
this problem must be resolved if a major uncertainty in the diffusion model is to be over-
come. An extreme example occurs for the Titan I-E ground cloud during a low-level
sea-breeze meteorological condition at the Kennedy Space Center. The windspeed change
is negative above an altitude of 300 meters, and the alongwind cloud dimension is predicted
to remain constant for more than 100 kilometers downwind. The crosswind dimension,
however, grows to more than 100 times the alongwind dimension.
Figure 16 shows a plot of the ground-level HC1 concentrations as a function of down-
wind distance when C and i are varied for a Titan III-E ground cloud assumed to be
cylindrical in shape at stabilization with a uniform vertical mass loading in layers 3, 4,
and 5. (The visible cloud does not reach the ground at the time of stabilization.) The
variation both in the levels of concentration as well as in the location of the peak values
is very large. Apparently the same parametric variation of diffusion exponents has a
more significant effect on the cylindrical cloud than on the conical cloud. The point of
interest here is that the uncertainty due to the assumed values of a and 0 is strongly
dependent on cloud geometry. Figure 17 allows a comparison between conical and cylin-
drical clouds for two sets of values for the diffusion exponent.
An example of the uncertainty that exists regarding crosswind cloud growth is typi-
fied by a comparison between measured and calculated crosswind growth during a Titan III
launch at Kennedy Space Center in February 1974 (unpublished). Figure 18 shows the
mixing-layer meteorology at launch time. Figure 19 shows calculated cloud crosswind
dimensions. Both visible and infrared (IR) images of the cloud were obtained from a cam-
era site almost directly upwind of the cloud path. The measured crosswind cloud dimen-
sions are also shown in this figure. The measured growth is about a factor of four less
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than predicted by the diffusion model. This discrepancy would produce a substantial
increase in ground-level concentration predictions if the cloud crosswind growth in the
model were reduced by a factor of four.
Model Sensitivity to Assumed Time of Change
in Atmospheric Layer Structure
Figure 20 shows the model sensitivity to assumed variations in the layer-transition
time. At t* the sublayer boundaries at K = 1 to K = 4 are removed (for the low-
level sea-breeze regime), and turbulent diffusion is allowed over the entire original K = 1
to K = 4 vertical region. The criteria for determining a correct value for t* have not
been well established. The present study has shown that the ground-level concentration
predictions converge to a single solution as t* approaches zero. This fact lends cre-
dence to the concept of a layer-transition capability in the diffusion model. The principal
reasons for choosing a layered structure in the atmosphere were to allow a nonuniform
distribution of exhaust products in the vertical direction. A second goal of the layer-
transition concept is to allow a step-function input of new meteorological conditions to be
introduced into the diffusion model. This capability of the model could be an important
requirement for modeling diffusion as a ground cloud moved over a land-ocean interface.
Thus, for the Cape Kennedy area, layer-transition times on the order of minutes could
be required. It can be seen that downwind to about 8 kilometers large differences in the
ground-level HC1 concentrations result for different values of t*. For downwind distances
greater than 8 kilometers, all of the results are nearly identical. When t* > 110 seconds,
the rapid rise in concentration with distance produces solutions that are nearly singular in
the region between 0.5 to 1.0 kilometer downwind of cloud stabilization. At a downwind
distance of 1 kilometer there is as much as three orders of magnitude difference between
the HC1 concentrations at ground level depending on the values of t* that are assumed.
Figure 21 shows the model sensitivity for a cylindrical cloud geometry to variations
in the layer-transition time. For downwind distances greater than about 8 kilometers,
the cylindrical cloud produces ground-level HC1 concentrations nearly identical with those
produced by the conical clouds. Upwind of the 8-kilometer location, the cylindrical-cloud
results exhibit a greatly reduced variation in HC1 concentration with assumed values of t*.
The singularity in the computational scheme occurs very nearly at t* = 110 seconds sim-
ilar to the conical-cloud results. As formulated, the diffusion model cannot be used for
transition times greater than. about 110 seconds. From a practical standpoint, there is
insufficient spatial resolution of the measured meteorological inputs to the model to allow
new inputs to be introduced at large values of layer-transition times. The surface mixing
layer is characterized by turbulent dispersion, and it thus seems far more acceptable to
choose small values for layer-transition time in order to allow the turbulent dispersion
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to take place over the entire cloud contained within the mixing layer as soon after cloud
stabilization as possible.
Model Sensitivity to Subdivision of the Layer Structure
The results of subdividing the original layer heights for the Titan I-E conical cloud
during a low-level sea-breeze regime are shown in figure 22. The original 7-layer struc-
ture was transformed to a 14-layer structure and also to a 28-layer structure with linear
interpolation used to obtain the wind field and turbulence parameters at the new layer
boundaries. Figure 22 indicates that the 14- and 28-layer models produce ground-level
HC1 concentrations 2.0 times greater than the 7-layer model over most of the downwind
travel of the cloud. This result is a numerical consequence of the model formulation and
has little bearing on the actual physical processes tending to disperse the cloud toward
the ground. Specifically the layer structure has been arbitrarily chosen at discontinuities
in temperature and wind-field parameters. Within the surface mixing layer for large-
scale three-dimensional cloud dispersion, this assumption has not as yet been experimen-
tally validated. Figure 23 shows the results for a cylindrical cloud with 7-layer and
14-layer structures. The 14-layer downwind HC1 concentrations are about 25 percent
below the 7-layer results. It appears that the computational scheme is less sensitive to
the cylindrical-cloud mass distribution than it is to the conical-cloud distribution. These
results show that changing the layer structure produces a more pronounced disturbance
on the conical-cloud computations than on elevated sources such as the cylindrical cloud.
The implication here is that the conical-cloud sensitivity stems from the redistribution of
mass when the Gaussian integrals are evaluated over 14- and 28-layer structures rather
than over a 7-layer structure. The computational results are not greatly affected by finer
layer structure per se but indirectly through the Gaussian mass distribution in the vertical
direction within the conical cloud.
The choice of a layer structure to distribute exhaust products vertically can be made
consistent with the thermal and wind-field variations in the surface mixing layer. This
layer structure chosen does not, however, guarantee an accurate solution.
Effect on Ground-Level Predictions of Variations in the Assumed
Thermal Energy Released Into the Cloud
Three cases were run for a Titan III-E ground cloud within a low-level sea-breeze
meteorological regime. The assumed thermal energy released into the cloud and the cor-
responding cloud stabilization height are shown in figure 24. Previously used values of
CH = 690 cal/gm for the solid motor were used in the cloud-rise equation of the present
study. For CH = 1410 cal/gm the total heat including the rocket-motor exit-plane kinetic
energy was assumed to be released into the cloud. For values of CH = 2980 cal/gm the
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previous value for total heat plus the heat release due to complete combustion of the exit-
plane CO was assumed. Also shown in figure 23 is the cloud radius in the xy plane at the
stabilization altitude. The ground-level concentrations drop significantly as the cloud
stabilization height increases. At the higher altitudes the cloud has expanded more fully
and thus diluted itself to a greater extent, and also it takes longer for toxic gases to dif-
fuse downward to ground level. These results are shown in figure 25 for the three cases
considered. Figure 25 is typical of the results that are obtained for the different assumed
heat-release values.
Calculations for a full-scale Castor II solid motor were made for the chemical non-
equilibrium rocket-plume behavior. These calculations were carried out using the tur-
bulent plume program reported in reference 14. Figure 24 shows the mole-fraction var-
iation of CO and CO 2 with dimensionless distance downstream from the Castor II nozzle
exit plane. Within relatively few exit-plane diameters the plume center line CO mole
fraction as well as the half-radius CO mole fraction have fallen significantly, indicating
very effective combustion of CO with molecular oxygen from the ambient atmosphere.
Even at 30 exit-plane diameters downstream, the center-line temperature is 2655 K and
the CO mole fraction has fallen to 0.024 which is nearly one order of magnitude below the
exit-plane value. The conclusion is that essentially all of the exit-plane carbon monoxide
will be burned in the plume within a rather short distance behind the motor. The results
shown in figure 26 are significant both for the cloud-rise predictions as well as the source
terms for the diffusion model. It appears to be inappropriate to neglect the thermal
release of energy due to afterburning. In addition, a substantial fraction of the exit-plane
kinetic energy must be recovered as thermal energy tending to affect the cloud rise. The
predicted carbon-monoxide combustion implies a greatly reduced toxic fuel hazard with
regard to CO concentrations at ground level and at all levels within the cloud.
Model Sensitivity to Mixing-Layer Height
The layer transition model (model 4 option) provides for turbulent mixing across
the original sublayer boundaries after an assumed layer-transition time. The layer tran-
sition is intended to include the sublayers that make up the surface mixing layer. As
might be expected, large differences in the ground-level concentrations are predicted for
different mixing-layer heights, and thus it is imperative that the correct value for the
mixing-layer height be specified. Figure 27 illustrates the effect of layer transition for
the sublayers 1 through 8 and 1 through 16 at a time of 1.0 second after cloud stabilization.
The results are for a 28-layer model for the Titan III-E in a low-level sea-breeze mete-
orological regime. The top of the 8th layer is at 350 meters above the ground, and the
top of the 16th layer is at 775 meters above the ground. The ground-level HC1 concen-
tration for the 1- to 16-layer case is 180 times greater than for the 1- to 8-layer case at
a downwind distance of 100 kilometers. Physically these results are due to the smaller
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portion of the cloud being diffused downward in the case of the 1- to 8-layer transition.
The results are also quite dependent on the cloud stabilization altitude and the assumed
Gaussian mass loading of the cloud. A cloud with uniform mass loading in the vertical
direction can be expected to show fewer dramatic differences in the ground-level predic-
tions when different sublayer transition heights are assumed. The correct specification
of mixing-layer height can only come, at present, from measured quantities during a given
meteorological condition at the launch site. The importance of being able to specify accu-
rately the miing-lahyer height is illustrated by figure 27 which shows substantial differ-
ences in ground-level concentration depending on assumed mixing-layer height.
Ground-Level Concentration Patterns for Two Different Meteorological
Regimes at the Kennedy Space Center
As an indication of typical diffusion-model sensitivity to different weather conditions,
the low-level sea-breeze results shown previously are compared with calculations made
for the Titan III-E with a fall fair-weather meteorological regime. The fall fair weather
produces a cloud stabilization height of 1055 meters for a total effective heat release of
1410 cal/gm from the solid-rocket motor boosters. In addition, there is a positive non-
zero value of windspeed change from the ground level up through the cloud stabilization
height. Figure 5(b) illustrates the temperature and wind-field variations with height for
the fall regime. Figure 28 shows the HCI concentration as a function of distance along
the wind from cloud stabilization. Both the fall fair weather and the low-level sea-breeze
calculations utilized the layer-transition option as well as right circular conical-cloud
geometries. The greater cloud stabilization height for the fall regime accounts for the
ground-level HC1 values being below the low-level sea-breeze values. This result is a
fundamental consequence of the cloud expansion during its rise to stabilization. The
increasing difference in concentration with downwind distance for these two weather pat-
terns is brought about in part by the cloud alongwind growth with downwind travel for the
fall weather. This growth is due to the positive windspeed shear for fall weather. Fig-
ure 29 is a plot of cloud alongwind and crosswind diameter with distance for the two
weather regimes. The cloud growth is inversely related to the HC1 concentrations at
ground level and within the cloud. Other meteorological conditions can be expected to
produce comparable results depending on the magnitude and sign of wind shear and on the
cloud stabilization height.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The present study with the multilayer diffusion model has quantitatively described
some large-scale uncertainties in the ground-level predictions for toxic rocket-motor
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effluents. Within several kilometers downwind from cloud stabilization, for a given
weather pattern, differences greater than three orders of magnitude exist for the ground-
level HC1 concentrations from a Titan III-E cloud, depending on what cloud geometry is
assumed. Similarly different distributions of toxic gas within the clouds can produce
ground-level concentrations that differ by a factor of 30 at a downwind distance of
100 kilometers. The correct stabilized cloud geometry and gas-species distributions
within the cloud are presently unknown, and thus a particular set of values can only be
assumed. Experiments presently underway can greatly reduce the possible limits that
exist for these quantities.
A major concern is the diffusion-model characterization of the alongwind and cross-
wind cloud growth. The parameter variations used in this study indicate that, for certain
meteorological conditions typical of the Kennedy Space Center, unrealistic values of along-
wind cloud growth result when there is zero or negative windspeed change between the
ground and cloud stabilization height. The inadequacy of the model was traced to the use
of previous diffusion theory that cannot be applied under the above wind-field conditions.
The diffusion model was found to exhibit several orders of magnitude difference in
the near field ground-level HC1 predictions depending on assumed layer-transition times.
The steep rise in concentration with downwind distance prohibits solutions from being
obtained for transition times greater than about 110 seconds.
The diffusion model was found to be dependent on the assumed layer structure from
the stabilized ground cloud. A finer layer structure produced a somewhat lower ground-
level concentration of HCl at distances greater than about 10 kilometers downwind from
stabilization for cylindrical clouds and a factor of two greater concentration for conical
clouds.
Calculations for chemical nonequilibrium rocket-plume behavior for a typical solid-
rocket motor indicated effective carbon-monoxide afterburning within about 30 nozzle exit-
plane diameters downstream. The heat release due to afterburning causes the cloud to
stabilize at a greater altitude than with no afterburning. The thermal recovery of a major
fraction of the exit-plane kinetic energy as well as the heat release due to afterburning
appears to be physically reasonable; however, measurements are needed for comparison
with a cloud-rise theory.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., February 24, 1975.
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APPENDIX
THE MULTILAYER DIFFUSION-MODEL EQUATIONS FOR GROUND-LEVEL
CONCENTRATIONS OF ROCKET EXHAUST PRODUCTS
The generalized concentration equation for gaseous exhaust products is given in
reference-4 as the product of five terms:
Concentration = (Peak concentration term) x (Alongwind term) x (Lateral term)
x (Vertical term) x (Depletion term) (Al)
A Cartesian coordinate system is used with the origin at x = 0, y = 0, and z = 0. The
mean wind direction is along the x-axis, a normal to the mean wind direction is along
the y-axis, and the vertical direction is along the z-axis. The terms in equation (Al)
can be expressed by the following:
Peak concentration term
PT= (A2)2 3/2(A
where
Q source strength, grams
ax standard deviation of alongwind concentration distribution, meters
ay standard deviation of crosswind concentration distribution, meters
oz  standard deviation of vertical concentration distribution, meters
Alongwind term
AT = exp x (A3)
where
U mean windspeed, m/sec
t time of cloud travel, sec
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APPENDIX - Continued
Lateral term
LT = exp 2 ] (A4)
Vertical term
VT = exp[ 2( i + exp 2 z) + i exp (2iHm H - z 2
2 2 2
1 2iHm-H+z ) + 1 2iHm+ H-z + exp 2 iHm + H + z2
+ exp - z + exp + exp
(A5)
where
H effective source height, meters
Hm height of top of mixing layer, meters
Depletion term
This term can represent simple decay, precipitation scavenging, and/or gravitational
settling. For settling, the term appears as:
VX Vx
H - z 2H - H + -U + expGT = exp -2 z + ex U (A6)
where
V, settling velocity, m/sec
If a particle-size distribution is employed, equation (A6) is solved for a series of particle
settling velocities and the results are superposed for the solution to equation (Al).
To illustrate the cloud-growth dependence on the diffusion exponents, a and 3,
the following expressions from reference 4 are given for the standard deviations of cloud
crosswind and cloud vertical dosage distributions:
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APPENDIX - Concluded
OK 2 1/2
SYK K K + YK - rYK(1 - K) + (A •K,) (A7)YK KrYK aKxrYK  \ 4.3
where
A K mean layer standard deviation of wind azimuth angle
XrYK distance over which rectilinear crosswind expansion occurs downwind of ideal
point source
xK downwind distance from source
XYK crosswind virtual distance
A vertical wind-direction shear in Kth layer
1K lateral diffusion exponent in Kth layer
For vertical cloud growth:
ZK xrZK K + xZK - XrZK(1 - K)(A8)ZK PKxrZK (A8)
where
oaK mean standard deviation of wind elevation angle in Kth layer
xZK vertical virtual distance
XrZK distance over which rectilinear vertical expansion occurs downwind from ideal
point source in Kth layer
OK vertical diffusion exponent
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TABLE I.- DIFFUSION-MODEL INPUT VALUES FOR A LOW-LEVEL SEA-BREEZE
METEOROLOGICAL REGIME AT KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
Layer
Parameter Unit
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ZBK meters 2 50 300 500 700 1000 1500
ZTK meters 150 300 500 700 1000 1500 2000
ZmI meters 639
UBK m/sec 2.51 7.9 9.5 5.6 4.0 2.7 2.9
UTK m/sec 7.9 9.5 5.6 4.0 2.7 2.9 3.1
OBK deg 140 145 150 161.5 172.5 190 240
8TK deg 145 150 161.5 172.5 190 240 250
BK K 292.2 293.3 293.6 295.5 297.7 300.6 303.2
'TK K 293.3 293.6 295.5 297.7 300.6 303.2 306
PBK mb 1013 1000 983 961 937 906 855
PTK mb 1000 983 961 937 906 855 805
EBK deg 17.80 5.65 4.71 3.60 2.48 .83 .83
ETK deg 5.65 4.71 3.60 2.48 .83 .83 .83
aABK deg 21.5 6.83 5.70 4.36 3.01 1.0 1.0
'ATK deg 6.83 5.70 4.36 3.01 1.0 1.0 1.0
7K  sec 199
ToK sec 600
ZRK meters 18
URK m/sec 4.5
aAR deg 12
UER deg 9.9
Cr o meters 22.3 66.98 119 178.6 127.3 93.0 93.0
(conical
cloud)
9yo meters 22.3 66.98 119 178.6 127.3 93.0 93.0
(conical
cloud)
zo meters 43.30 43.30 57.74 57.74 86.60 144.3 144.3
(conical
cloud)
Oxo meters 178.6 178.6 178.6
(cylindrical
cloud)
Oyo meters 178.6 178.6 178.6
(cylindrical
cloud)
Ozo meters 57.74 57.74 86.60
(cylindrical
cloud)
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TABLE II.- DIFFUSION-MODEL INPUT VALUES FOR A FALL FAIR-WEATHER
METEOROLOGICAL REGIME AT KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
Layer
Parameter Units
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
ZBK meters 2 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800
ZTK meters 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
ZI meters 1055
UBK m/sec 3.78 5.97 6.39 6.65 6.85 7.0 6.7 6.45 6.18 5.9
UTK m/sec 5.97 6.39 6.65 6.85 7.0 6.7 6.45 6.18 5.9 
5.6
OBK deg 90 95.8 101.6 107.4 113.2 119.0 121.5 124.0 126.0 129.0
OTK deg 95.8 101.6 107.4 113.2 119.0 121.5 124.0 126.0 129.0 131.0
DBK K 297.9 298.2 298.6 298.6 299.2 299.0 300.3 301.6 302.9 304.3
4TK K 298.2 298.6 298.6 299.2 299.0 300.3 301.6 302.9 304.3 305.6
PBK mb 1013 994 972 949 926 906 885 805 
844 824
PTK mb 994 972 949 926 906 885 865 844 824 
805
OEBK deg 14.09 9.23 8.61 8.26 8.02 7.85 6.47 5.10
OETK deg 9.23 8.61 8.26 8.02 7.85 6.47 5.10 3.73 
2.35
uABK deg 14.98 9.41 8.78 8.42 8.18 8.00 6.60 5.20 3.80
OATK deg 9.41 8.78 8.42 8.18 8.00 6.60 5.20 3.80 2.4
TK  sec 
520
roK sec 600
ZRK meters 18
URK m/sec 4.7
aAR deg 12.0
aER deg 6.6
Oxo meters 29.77 89.3 148.8 208.4 267.9 300.0 241.1 181.5 122.0
Uyo  meters 29.77 89.3 148.8 208.4 267.9 300.0 241.1 
181.5 122.0
%zo meters 57.74 57.74 57.74 57.74 57.74 57.74 57.74 57.74 57.74
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Figure I.- Schematic diagram of rocket-generated ground-cloud formation, growth, and downwind drift
from the launch pad.
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Figure 2.- One assumed geometry of stabilized ground cloud formed by a Titan IT-E rocket during
a low-level sea breeze at Kennedy Space Center.
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Figure 3.- The relationship between the volume of each layer of a
conical cloud and the Gaussian probability integrals for mass
distribution in each layer. K 1 = 1.89.
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Figure 4.- The ratio of normalized volumes for conical clouds
to the Gaussian integrals for mass distribution in the ver-
tical direction.
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(a) Low-level sea-breeze meteorological regime.
Figure 5.- Variation of ambient temperature, windspeed, and wind direction with altitude at Kennedy Space Center.
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(b) Fall fair-weather meteorological regime.
Figure 5.- Concluded.
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Figure 6.- Stabilized cloud geometries with equal volumes and equal crosswind and alongwind dimensions at
cloud centroid for a low-level sea-breeze meteorological regime at Kennedy Space Center.
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Figure 7.- Peak ground-level HC1 concentration as a function of alongwind distance from
cloud stabilization for a low-level sea-breeze meteorological regime.
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Figure 8.- Peak ground-level HC1 dosage as a function of alongwind distance from
cloud stabilization for a low-level sea-breeze meteorological regime.
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(a) Exhaust cloud at t + 185 seconds from camera 
site 020P50.
Figure 9.- Titan III exhaust-cloud sketches 
from Vandenberg Air Force Base camera 
sites.
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(b) Exhaust cloud at t + 305 seconds from camera site 020P50.
Figure 9.- Continued.
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(c) Exhaust cloud at t + 305 seconds from camera site 020P91.
Figure 9.- Continued.
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(d) Exhaust cloud at t + 365 seconds from camera site 020P50.
Figure 9.- Concluded.
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Figure 10.- Titan III ground-cloud photographs from Kennedy Space Center.
(b) Intermediate time.
Figure 10.- Continued.
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Figure 10.- Concluded.
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(a) For a conical cloud.
Figure 11.- Ground-level HC1 concentrations with variations of the source-term
distributions for a low-level sea-breeze meteorological regime.
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(b) For a cylindrical cloud.
Figure 11.- Concluded.
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Figure 12.- Ground-level HC1 concentrations for conical and cylindrical clouds with
source-term variations for a low-level sea-breeze meteorological regime.
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Figure 13.- Ground-level HCI concentrations for conical and cylindrical clouds with
uniform and Gaussian mass loading in the clouds for a low-level sea-breeze
meteorological regime. (Total HC1 mass loading is conserved between both
cloud geometries.)
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Figure 14.- Ground-level HC1 concentrations for conical clouds with variations of
the lateral and vertical diffusion exponents for a low-level sea-breeze meteor-
ological regime.
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Figure 15.- Conical ground-cloud growth with alongwind distance for a low-level
sea-breeze meteorological regime at Kennedy Space Center.
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Figure 16.- Ground-level HC1 concentrations for cylindrical clouds with variations
of the lateral and vertical diffusion exponents for a low-level sea-breeze mete-
orological regime.
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Figure 17.- Comparison of ground-level HC1 concentrations for conical and cylindrical
clouds with two sets of lateral and vertical diffusion exponents for a low-level sea-
breeze meteorological regime.
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Figure 18.- Measured vertical profiles of temperature, windspeed, and wind direction at launch on February 11, 1974
at Kennedy Space Center.
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Figure 19.- Measured and calculated cloud crosswind dimensions following launch
on February 11, 1974 at Kennedy Space Center.
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Figure 20.- Ground-level HC1 concentration variations with distance and assumed
time of layer transition for conical clouds with a low-level sea-breeze mete-
orological regime. a = 1.0, 3 = 1.0.
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Figure 21.- Ground-level HC1 concentration variations with distance and assumed
time of layer transition for cylindrical clouds with a low-level sea-breeze
meteorological regime. a = 1.0, p = 1.0.
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Figure 22.- Ground-level HCI concentration variations with distance and assumed
layer division for conical clouds with a low-level sea-breeze meteorological
regime. a = 1.0, / = 1.0.
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Figure 23.- Ground-level HC1 concentration variations with distance and assumed
layer division for cylindrical clouds with a low-level sea-breeze meteorological
regime. a = 1.0, = 1.0.
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Figure 24.- Conical-cloud stabilization height and growth as functions of effective
heat release for a Titan mI-E rocket in a low-level sea-breeze meteorological
regime at Kennedy Space Center.
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Figure 25.- Ground-level HC1 concentration as a function of distance and effective
engine-heat release for a Titan III-E rocket in a low-level sea-breeze mete-
orological regime at Kennedy Space Center. a = 1.0, B = 1.0.
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Figure 26.- CO and CO 2 mole fractions as functions of distance from the rocket-
nozzle exit plane for a full-scale Castor II solid motor. d, exit plane diameter;
R/2, plume half-radius.
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Figure 27.- Ground-level HC1 concentration 
variations as functions of distance and
assumed mixing-layer depth for a low-level sea-breeze meteorological 
regime.
(Conical clouds with Gaussian mass distribution.) 
a = 0.5, P = 1.0.
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Figure 28.- Ground-level HC1 concentration variation with distance for two characteristic
meteorological regimes at Kennedy Space Center. (Conical clouds.)
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Figure 29.- Conical ground-cloud growth for fall fair weather and low-level sea-breeze
meteorological regimes at Kennedy Space Center.
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